Basic Componets
of Multitank

Body

Multitank is a 400lt plastic container that has
been designed to improve the way of
packaging, storing and transporting food
and non food products in bulk, following a
sustainable way.
Multitank can transport, carry and store a
variety of products like fruits, vegetables, olives
etc. Rounded corners and smoother interior
surfaces result in less bruising and damage of
the products. Combines multiple smart
features like the integrated plastic pallet,
discharge hole, pressure relief valve etc. which
makes it the ideal alternative to pallet
boxes.

Internal View

Multitank is a reusable bulk container with 10 years life span that optimizes storage
space and reduces carbon foot print.

1000 mm lenght

Features :

Rounded corners and smooth interior

height
920mm

th
m wid
800m

4 different label places
Comfortable for easy lifting & handling
Fast & safe stacking

Specifications

Reusable

Weight :
Body

Various accessories for many uses

23 kg

10 years life span
Reduces carbon foot print

*Maximum capacity : 400 litres
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Main Lid

Multitank also has the main lid for additional options in the storing or transporting process,
giving a wide range of options.

Safety Pins

Pallet feet holders

The gasket for the main lid

Nerves in the underneath surface for maximum product safety
Safety pins for maximun security
Pallet feet holders for stacking up to 4 Multitanks filled with product
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Round Lid

Multitanks main lid includes
the round lid which has been
placed in the edge of the main
lid, allowing access during
staking. Round lid's design
facilitates quality control of
your products even when
stacked. Additionally, holds the
safety pins when Multitank is
empty.
The Round Lid with the Vent Cap

Pins are safely secured upon the
Round Lid in order not to get lost

The gasket for the Round Lid

Pins
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Vent Cap

Multitank's round lid includes The Vent Cap with
pressure valve. The One Way Air Valve fitted in the
Vent Cap which is suitable for heavily degassing
products.

The Vent Cap with pressure valve

Advantages :
Allow to pack goods which release gases
Extend product preservation
Keep products natural taste and flavour
Vent Cap Closer

Solve specific packaging requirements
Polypropylene synthesis

Vent Cap fitted in the Round Lid

One way Air Valve

The gasket for the Vent Cap
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Multitank's componets

The Vent Cap

The Vent Cap gasket

The round lid, with the Pins Holder
The gasket for the Round Lid

The main lid

The gasket applied between the lid and
the body of Multitank

The robust turtle shell main body of Multitank

The Valve Gas

The pallet feet holders

Multitank as an ideal alternative to pallet boxes, drums or IBC tanks, combines many
advantages in order to improve the way of packaging, storing and trasporting.
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